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This ultra-low volume (ULV) fogging unit is simple, robust, manageable and ideal for indoor and outdoor spraying work, 

such as sanitary, disinfection, insect killer, etc.

Why IC Electric ULV Fogger Machine ?

› Nozzle design: It’s air-tight, non-corrosive and leak-proof with high-quality o-rings. And the even, adjustable spray is 

perfect for misting, soaking and all your needs and drains tank to the drop, leaving zero residual liquid.

› Comfortable and efficient: solid construction and comfortable grip are what makes it a keeper. The pump handle is 

ergonomic, the hose and spray reach hard to reach areas and the trigger lock wand makes spraying a breeze.

› Easy filling: funnel top opening allows for easy no-mess filling. simply unscrew, fill up the bottle, and close the lid. our 

sprayer can be used with water & non viscous water based or liquid soluble products.

› Portable design: small enough to carry and safe to use. Enjoy a better reach and work standing up straight with the 

help of the sprayer wand. The sprayer comes with shoulder strap, so you can save your back.

› Applicable to: airports, hotels, restaurants, hospitals, bazaars, buses, communities, animal farms, etc. disinfection of 

hotels, guesthouses, shopping malls, restaurants, homes, etc . Disinfection of hospitals, schools, theaters and other 

public places.

› This sturdy sprayer is compatible with most commercial liquid fertilizers. NOT suitable for caustic or acidic (vinegar) 

solutions.

How to use IC Electric ULV Fogger Machine ?

› Dilute 400 ml of the chemical solution with 4 liters of water in the tank.

› After each use, the unused liquid must be poured out, pay attention not to pollute the environment. In addition, the 

medicine box is filled with water, and the spray is started for about 0.5-1 minutes to clean the machine pipes, to avoid 

the liquid from corroding the machine, and to increase the service life of the machine. This is very important and 

necessary.

Size (mm)

Rated power

Tank capacity 5 Liters

Droplet throw

Art no FCMICO00324

8 - 10 meters

1400 W
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